
RIVALS 

The two leading city-states in ancient Greece – Sparta and Athens – stood in sharp contrast to each other.  Though citizens of 

both Sparta and Athens participated in polis government, the two city-states differed greatly from each other in their values, 

cultures, and accomplishments. 

SPARTA 

The descendants of the Dorian invaders of the Dark Age founded Sparta.  It was located in the Peloponnesus, a 

peninsula of southern Greece.  Like other city-states, Sparta based its economy on agriculture. 

Instead of founding overseas colonies, the Spartans invaded neighboring city-states and enslaved the local people.  The 

polis of Sparta owned many slaves, known as helots, who farmed the estates of individual Spartans.  In addition, a group 

of free individuals called perioeci – artisans and merchants from the conquered territories outnumbered the Spartans 

by about 200,000 to 10,000. 

Around 650B.C.E., the helots revolted against their Spartan masters.  It took 30 years, but the Spartans managed to 

suppress the revolt.  They then decided that the only way they could maintain power was to establish a military society. 

A Military Society 

All life in Sparta revolved around the army.  Spartan men strove to become first-rate soldiers, and Spartan women 

aspired to become mothers of soldiers.  Spartans despised the other Greeks who lived behind city walls, believing that a 

city defended by Spartan soldiers did not need walls. 

In Sparta, government officials examined newborn infants to see if they were healthy.  If not, an official left the sickly 

infant on a hillside to die.  At the age of seven, Spartan boys were taken away from their homes and placed in military 

barracks.  Their training included learning to read, write, and use weapons.   

At age 20, Spartan men become soldiers and were set to frontier areas.  At age 30, they were expected to marry.  But 

Spartan men did not maintain households of their own.  Instead, they continued to live in military barracks until age 60, 

when they could retire from the army. 

The Role of Women 

The Spartans brought up women to be, like the Spartan men, as healthy and strong as possible.  Female infants received 

as much food as their brothers, which was not the case elsewhere in Greece.  Young Spartan girls trained in gymnastics, 

wrestling, and boxing.  The women in Sparta married at age 19 rather than at 14 – the average marrying age in most of 

Greece – which increased the likelihood that their children would be healthy. 

Sparta gave its women more personal rights and freedoms than the women of other Greek city-states received.  Spartan 

women could go shopping in the marketplace, attend dinners at which non-family members were present, own property 

in their own names, and express opinions on public issues.  They could not, however, take part in the government of the 

polis. 

Sparta’s Government 

Two kings, who ruled jointly, officially governed Sparta.  Except for leading the army and conducting religious services, 

however, Spartan kings had little power.  The Assembly, made up of all male citizens over the age of 20, passed laws 

and made decisions concerning war and peace.  Each year the Assembly elected five overseers, known as ephors to 

administer public affairs.  The ephors could also veto legislation.  A Council of Elders, consisting of 28 men over the 

age of 60, proposed laws to the Assembly and served as a supreme court.  It also assisted the ephors in supervising 

citizens and in training the young. 

 

 



Results of Militarism 

The Spartans succeeded in maintaining their power over the helots and perioci for nearly 250 years.  They paid a price, 

however.  Suspicious of any new ideas that might change their society, Spartans lagged far behind other city-states in 

developing trade and manufacturing.  As a result, they were much poorer than the other Greeks.  The Spartans also 

lagged in intellectual accomplishments.  The Athenians created a vast body of literature and made important discoveries 

in science.  The Spartans did not.  The Spartans were, however, exceptional athletes who almost always won the 

Olympic Games, and Spartan soldiers played key roles in defending Greece against invaders. 

 

ATHENS 

Northeast of the Peloponnesus – on a peninsula of central Greece named Attica – people descended from the 

Mycenaeans establish the city-state of Athens.  They named their polis after the goddess Athena.  Like the early rulers of 

the other city-states Athenian kings and aristocrats in the 600BCE faced demands by small farmers, merchants, and 

artisans for economic and political reforms.   

Around this time, the governing methods of Athens and Sparta diverged.  Athens gradually expanded its definition of 

citizenship to encompass more people.  Initially, only a man whose father and maternal grandfather has been citizens 

could be a citizen; however, non-landowning citizens could not participate in Athens’s Assembly.  Athenians called the 

many free (non-enslaved) foreigners who lived in Athens metics.  These people could not own land or participate in 

government.  By 507B.C.E. however, the constitution of Athens stated that all free men were citizens regardless of what 

class they belonged to, and that they could participate in the Assembly regardless of whether they owned land.  This 

political change reduced much of the friction between social classes and enabled Athens to forge ahead. 

Draco’s Law Code 

Four successive tyrants brought most of the changes in Athenian government.  Draco, the first of these tyrants, issued 

an improved code of laws in 621 BCE.  The penalties given to offenders were extremely harsh.  Even minor offenses, like 

stealing a cabbage, were punishable by death. 

Over time, the word draconian has come to describe something that is very cruel and severe.  On the other hand, 

because Draco’s laws were written down, everyone knew exactly what the laws were. Aristocrats could no longer 

dictate what was legal and what was not. 

Solon’s Reforms 

The next series of reforms took place under the tyrant Solon, who became the leader of Athens in 594BCE.  To 

improve economic conditions, Solon cancelled all land debts and freed debtors from slavery.  He also placed limits on 

the amount of land any one individual could own.  By urging farmers to grow cash crops rather than grain, Solon 

promoted trade.  He also promoted industry by ordering fathers to teach their sons a trade and by extending citizenship 

to artisans and merchants who were not born Athenians. 

Next, Solon turned his attention to the political conflict between aristocrats and commoners.  He did this by setting up 

a two-house legislature.  Aristocrats belonged to the Council of 400, while landowning commoners made up the 

Assembly.  The Council drafted measure that they went to the Assembly for approval. 

Radical Reformers 

In 546 BCE, the tyrant Peisistratus took over the government of Athens.  Peisistratus pushed reforms in an even more 

radical direction that had Solon.  He divided large estates among landless farmers and extended citizenship to men who 

did not own land.  Peisistratus provided the poor with loans and put many of them to work building temples and other 

public works projects. 

Cleisthenes, the fourth tyrant to help reform Athens, came to power in 508BCE.  The following year he introduced a 

series of laws that established democracy for Athens.  Through his reforms, Cleisthenese sought to end local rivalries, 



break the power of the aristocracy, and extended citizenship guarantees to more people living in Athens.  He also set 

out to reorganize the structure of Athenian government. 

Athenian Democracy 

The Assembly remained the major political institution in Cleisthenes’ democracy.  All citizens could belong to the 

Assembly, in which they were considered equal before the law and guaranteed freedom of speech.  The Assembly 

passed laws and also served as a supreme court.  In addition, each year the Assembly chose 10 generals to run the army 

and navy.  A Council of 500 administered everyday government business such as taxes, treaties, and public works. 

Each year in a lottery, Athenians chose members of the Council.  They favored a lottery over the ballot believing that, 

except for running a military campaign, all citizens were competent to hold public office.  In addition, they considered 

election unfair because rich men, men who boasted a well-known family name or men who spoke effectively in public 

would have an advantage.  Besides, all citizens were supposed to take part in government. 

Athenian democracy included a jury system to decide court cases.  Juries contained from 201 to 1001 members, with a 

majority vote needed to reach a verdict.  The Athenians reasoned that the large size of their juries would keep jurors 

from being influenced by threats, bribes or prejudice. 

Athenian democracy also included a system called ostracism.  Each year, citizens could write the name of an undesirable 

politician on a piece of baked clay called an ostracon.  If a person’s name appeared on 6000 ostraca, the polis exiled 

him for 10 years. 

Cleisthenes’ reforms lasted for almost 200 years, until the Macedonians living to the north conquered the Greeks.  Even 

though the Athenians excluded several groups from citizenship, ancient Athens nevertheless laid the foundation for the 

Western concept of democratic government. 

Athenian Education 

The training an Athenian received depended on social and economic status.  About a week after being born, a male child 

received a name and was enrolled as a citizen.  Because Athenians expected every citizen to hold public office at some 

time in his life, it required Athenian citizens to educate their sons.  With few exceptions, Athenian girls – who would not 

participate in governing the democracy of Athens – did not receive a formal education.  Instead, a girl learned household 

duties, such as weaving and baking, from her mother.   

Private tutors educated the boys from wealthy upper-class families, while other students paid a small fee to attend a 

private school.  Much of their education was picked up in the agora, through daily conversations and discussions in the 

Assembly. 

Athenian boys entered school at age 7 and graduated at age 18.  Their main textbooks were the Iliad and Odyssey, and 

students learned each epic by heart.  They studied arithmetic, geometry, drawing, and music in the morning and 

gymnastics in the afternoon.  When boys reached their teens, they added rhetoric, or the art of public speaking, to their 

studies.  Because lawyers did not represent participants in a court case, an Athenian needed to be accomplished in 

rhetoric to argue his own position. 

When young Athenian men reached 18, they left for two years of military service.  Before entering the army, however, 

they went with their fathers to the temple of Zeus, where they swore the following oath: 

I will not bring dishonor upon my weapons nor desert the comrade by my side.  I will strive to hand on my fatherland greater and 

better than I found it.  I will not consent to anyone’s disobeying or destroying the constitution but will prevent him, whether I am 

with others or alone.  I will honor the temples and the religion my forefather’s established. 

Oath of enrollment in Epheboi corps (early 400s BCE) 


